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                                                                                                             TEST 16 
1- Spiders can tell what is happening ........... them ......... feeling 

the differences between different vibrations. 
 
A) around/by   B) with/into  C) towards/in                                         
D) about/from  E) to/for 
 

2- A successful architect, designer and urban planner ......... his 
native Finland, Alvar Aalto also won international acclaim 
.......... his designs. 

 
A) over/with   B) through/on  C) in/for                                                  
D) for/to   E) at/about 
 

3- Istanbul reminds me ............. New York — both cities are 
dirty and full ............. people. 

 
A) to/with   B) of/of   C) into/about                                       
D) about/for   E) like/from 
 

4- ........... having a Ph.d. in chemistry, Anne was ........... work 
much of the time, and so in a bad situation financially. 

 
A) After/upon  B) Before/around  C) Besides/for                                      
D) In spite of/out of  E) Except for/into 
 

5- I know he knows a lot ........... cooking, but I still can't agree 
........... his decision to serve chocolate-covered fish. 

 
A) from/for   B) of/about  C) to/from                                               
D) by/to   E) about/with 
 

6- Gradually Graham grew acquainted ............ the customs 
........... his new neighbours. 

 
A) by/to   B) with/of  C) for/into                                               
D) from/with   E) around/about 
 

7- Treatment ............ sports-related injuries depends .......... 
accurate diagnosis and early treatment to prevent further 
injury. 

 
A) at/in    B) for/to   C) of/upon    D) on/for   E) in/with 
 

8- Cheeses owe their various flavours almost entirely ......... 
different combinations ............ bacteria. 

 
A) on/to   B) about/with  C) to/of                                                    
D) for/on   E) with/in 
 

9- Yaşar Kemal wrote ............ Turkish, but his books have been 
translated ............ many languages. 

 
A) about/of   B) for/in   C) on/over                                            
D) into/from   E) in/into 
 

10- The entire region suffered ........... a drought and a famine 
broke ............ following it. 

 
A) with/up   B) in/into  C) about/down                                       
D) from/out   E) for/over 
 

11- The boredom that often results .......... performing the same 
task all day is a major problem for some workers .......... 
assembly lines. 

 
A) in/under   B) from/on  C) of/in                                                    
D) by/along   E) at/round 
 

12- Bill made a cake and baked it .......... an hour ......... 200 
degrees centigrade. 

 
A) for/at   B) over/for  C) from/on                                             
D) in/to   E) within/by 
 

13- Because of problems ........... the monarchy, the American 
colonies declared their independence ........... Britain. 

 
A) with/from   B) over/on  C) to/against                                         
D) at/with   E) in/for 
 

14- The volunteers asked passers-by ............ money ........... the 
well-known charity The Royal Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals. 

 
A) over/in   B) about/from  C) to/on                                               
D) for/for   E) with/about 
 

15- The pirate wore a patch ............. his eye and walked ........... 
a limp. 

 
A) under/for   B) round/like  C) upon/as                                             
D) below/on   E) over/with 
 

16- Though often accused ............ being lazy, Fred actually 
worked hard and provided his family ........... a reasonable 
standard of living. 

 
A) by/in   B) for/over  C) of/with                                            
D) about/within  E) with/for 
 

17- The language teacher told the students to try to guess the 
meanings of the words ........... the context, instead of looking 
them ............ in the dictionary.  

 
A) from/up   B) in/after  C) about/over                                        
D) with/for   E) for/at 
 

18- ............ his brother, who was a factory worker hardly making 
a living, Paul earned a good salary and lived ............ luxury. 

 
A) Like/on   B) For/from  C) With/over  
D) Unlike/in  E) From/with 
 

19- Arlene couldn't come to work for a week because she was 
.......... bed .......... flu. 

 
A) at/on                  B) in/with  C) on/about                                           
D) beside/for   E) with/by 
 

20- I ran ........... my boss at the supermarket as he was shopping 
........... a party. 

 
A) into/for   B) over/with  C) out/at                                                 
D) by/about   E) along/in 
 

21- Joanna was very interested ............ drama, but she was too 
shy to perform herself, so she worked mainly ........... the 
scenes. 

 
A) with/out of  B) at/under C) for/near  
D) to/with  E) in/behind 
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22- I am planning to offer roast beef ............ the main course and 
serve it ........... a hot pepper sauce. 

 
A) as/through   B) with/across  C) during/like                                         
D) for/with   E) before/out 
 

23- The area ............ cultivation in the Republic of Seychelles is 
limited, and the country is heavily dependent ............ 
imported food. 

 
A) by/for   B) of/into C) out of/with                                         
D) under/on   E) for/to 
 

24- Please don't drop litter ............ the ground — use the bins 
provided ............ this purpose. 

 
A) to/with   B) onto/for  C) into/on                                                   
D) on/about   E) from/in 
 
 

25- She wiped the tears ........... her eyes ........... a large red 
handkerchief. 

 
A) along/in   B) of/through  C) from/with                                           
D) out of/into   E) In/for 
 

26- In order to avoid the boredom ........... assembly line work, 
Volvo employees in Sweden have devised a method which 
makes each worker responsible .......... a number of tasks 
rather than just one. 

 
A) of/for   B) on/by   C) in/about                                             
D) over/of   E) through/with 
 

27- Most of Afghanistan's forests are .......... the east, the rest of 
the country being barren plains where natural life is limited 
......... the sturdiest species. 

 
A) off/in   B) over/with  C) on /from                                              
D) in/to   E) towards/with 
 

28- Mitzi used to laugh ........... the idea of marriage when she 
was young, but now she's engaged ............ an Arab sheik. 

 
A) from/with   B) from/by  C) over/for                                               
D) about/about  E) at/to 
 

29- I was reading ........... some old letters when I came ........... 
this old photograph.  

 
A) about/over   B) up/out               C) through/across                                 
D) along/down  E) over/up 
 

30- Since Alfred is proud ............ his city's history, he 
thoroughly enjoys his job ............ a tourist guide. 

 
A) with/on   B) to/like  C) of/as                                                    
D) over/for   E) in/at 
 

31- Although the table's made ............ plastic, it really looks 
........... wood. 

 
A) of/like   B) In/after  C) on/for                                                  
D) with/at   E) from/through 
 
 
 

32- ........... World War U, the world output ........... motor 
vehicles has more than tripled, and Japan has become the 
world leader. 

 
A) Despite/in   B) Since/of  C) Before/with                                       
D) Until/for   E) Unlike/about 
 

33- Beginning ............ January 1, 1971, cigarette advertising 
............ television was banned in the United States. 

 
A) in/for   B) after/with  C) at/of                                           
D) since/in   E) on/on 
 

34- .......... 1836 ........... 1845, Texas, now an American state, 
was an independent country, after having fought a war with 
Mexico. 

 
A) From/until   B) Between/into   
C) Throughout/during   D) Since/to    
E) Towards/in 
 

35- I have a picture ............ my mother taken forty years ago 
wearing a dirndl dress, just like the ones that are ............ 
fashion now. 

 
A) with/around B) of/in   C) about/out of                                   
D) from/under  E) for/with 
 

36- She leaned ............ the balcony so as to listen ........... him 
sing her a serenade in the moonlight. 

 
A) in/with   B) with/for  C) on/from                                             
D) from/by   E) over/to 
 

37- While scientists, tourists, and animal lovers praise the 
national parks in Africa, the creation of these areas has led to 
conflict........... people who would like to use the land ........... 
other purposes. 

 
A) in/like   B) to/with  C) among/In                                          
D) with/for   E) between/as 
 

38- The population of Africa is growing rapidly, and where there 
is a shortage of land for herders and farmers, the national 
parks are seen ........... depriving people .......... land. 

 
A) by/in   B) as/of   C) for/to                                                  
D) on/over   E) of/from 
 

39- Butter made ............ the milk of the yak and the dzo, mixed 
............ ground barley in tea, makes 'sampa', the staple of the 
Tibetan diet. 

 
A) from/with   B) of/through   
C) out of/around            D) in/into    
E) with/by 
 

40- People who believe ............. superstitions avoid walking 
............ a ladder as they fear that doing so brings bad luck. 

 
A) in/under   B) with/up  C) along/to                                          
D) for/across   E) to/over 
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41- Much of Tibet consists ............. the largest and highest 
plateau on the Earth, which is surrounded ............. 
mountains, including the awesome Himalayas. 

 
A) to/across   B) with/over  C) of/by                                                   
D) on/with   E) above/on 
 

42- Silicon has become very important in. the second half of this 
century and has uses ranging ........... computers ............ 
cosmetic surgery. 

 
A) about/on   B) in/along C) for/through  
D) from/to  E) with/into 
 

43- Dennis sent chocolates ........... airmail to his nephew ............ 
Christmas. 

 
A) in/at   B) with/over  C) by/for                                                  
D) on/by   E) from/in 
 

44- The British usually pronounce 'harass' with the main stress 
.......... the first syllable, but second syllable stressing is used 
.......... American English. 

 
A) round/for   B) into/from  C) to/by                                                   
D) about/with   E) on/in 
 

45- I prefer to drink Coke straight ............ the can, ........... using 
a glass. 

 
A) from/without  B) in to/with  C) out/in                                                  
D) through/like  E) by/for 
 

46- After running halfway across town to meet his girlfriend, 
Jim was so ............ that he could not speak for a few minutes 
when he arrived. 

 
A) without control  B) out of breath  C) on occasions                                      
D) at random   E) on his way 
 

47- After her husband died, she got ............ living alone and 
found it difficult to get used to having someone in the house 
when her nephew came to live with her for his university 
education. 

 
A) for the sake of  B) in common with    C) in the habit 
of                                   
D) in return for  E) in favour of 
 

48- Tim has never ........... his step-mother, but her recent row 
with his brother has made him hate her even more. 

 
A) run out of   B) got on with  C) gone down 
with                                 
D) looked down on  E) made up for 
 

49- Wanda was extremely sorry when she broke her husband's 
favourite glass ............ when she was doing the washing up. 

 
A) on purpose  B) on her own  C) by heart                                              
D) in danger   E) by accident 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

50- Scott is a writer, but you can only buy his books at second-
hand bookshops because they're all .......... now. 

 
A) out of control  B) under pressure  C) in error                                               
D) out of print  E) in ink 
 

51- As she didn't want to tell the boss the actual reason for her 
being late, she had to .......... an excuse. 

 
A) set out   B) make up  C) run into                                             
D) pass away   E) turn down 
 

52- Mark looks a lot heavier — he must have ........... at least 
fifteen pounds since I last saw him. 

 
A) taken off   B) put on  C) joined in                                             
D) carried out   E) grown up 
 

53- I always give away my children's old clothes because they 
........... them before they become worn-out. 

 
A) grow out of  B) go down with  C) put up with                                       
D) make up for  E) cut down on 
 

54- Gary was so frightened that he ............ falling to the floor, 
when the robber pointed the gun at him. 

 
A) came round  B) took off  C) passed out                                        
D) broke in   E) got away 
 

55- We don't earn much money, but we've been ............ a little 
each month so that we can buy a house some day. 

 
A) looking for  B) taking after  C) living on                                          
D) putting aside  E) handing in 
 

56- For many years the Eiffel Tower was in the hands of a public 
firm, but in 1981 the government of the city of Paris ........... 
its management. 

 
A) took over   B) put away C) settled down  
D) flooded in  E) crossed out 
 

57- If we don't use that minced meat today, we will have to 
.......... it .......... because it's more than three days since we 
bought it. 

 
A) put/aside   B) throw/away  C) get/back                                         
D) cut/down   E) drop/off 
 

58- I know it's a difficult decision, so why don't you ........... 
it........... and tell me tomorrow? 

 
A) carry/on   B) let/down C) take/off  
D) take/in  E) think/over 
 

59- After a long battle with a serious disease, sadly, Gran finally 
............ and is now at peace. 

 
A) got over   B) passed away  C) joined in                                             
D) cut across   E) came round 
 

60- His doctor advised Milton to .............. salt and fat because of 
his blood pressure. 

 
A) come up against  B) put up with C) cut down on  
D) run out of  E) keep up with 
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